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Dynamics Of Entrepreneurial Development
And Management Springer Nature
A Brief History of Entrepreneurship charts
how the pursuit of profit by private
individuals has been a prime mover in
revolutionizing civilization. Entrepreneurs
often butt up against processes,
technologies, social conventions, and even
laws. So they circumvent, innovate, and
violate to obtain what they want. This
creative destruction has brought about
overland and overseas trade, colonization,
and a host of revolutionary
technologies—from caffeinated beverages

to the personal computer—that have
transformed society. Consulting rich
archival sources, including some that have
never before been translated, Carlen maps
the course of human history through nine
episodes when entrepreneurship reshaped
our world. Highlighting the most colorful
characters of each era, he discusses
Mesopotamian merchants' creation of the
urban market economy; Phoenician
merchant-sailors intercontinental trade,
which came to connect Africa, Asia, and
Europe; Chinese tea traders' invention of
paper money; the colonization of the
Americas; and the current "flattening" of
the world's economic playing field. Yet the
pursuit of profit hasn't always moved us
forward. From slavery to organized crime,
Carlen explores how entrepreneurship can

sometimes work at the expense of others.
He also discusses the new entrepreneurs
who, through the nascent space tourism
industry, are leading humanity to a
multiplanetary future. By exploring all
sides of this legacy, Carlen brings much-
needed detail to the role of
entrepreneurship in revolutionizing
civilization.
The Dynamics of Entrepreneurial
Ecosystems Routledge
Although there have been considerable
technological advances over the past
decade, particularly in terms of mobile
applications, much remains unknown
about their effect on societal progress.
This book focuses on how inequality and
entrepreneurship are both by-products of
technological change. The book provides
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insights into how society has shifted from
consumer division to human centricity,
and helps readers gain a better
understanding of the positive and negative
effects of entrepreneurship.
The Dynamics of Entrepreneurship
Stanford University Press
Abstract: An entrepreneur faces
substantial non-diversifiable business risk
and liquidity constraints, both of which we
refer to as frictions. We show that these
frictions have significant economic effects
on business start-up, capital
accumulation/asset sales, portfolio
allocation, consumption/saving, and
business exit decisions. Compared with
the complete-markets benchmark, these
frictions make entrepreneurs invest
substantially less in the business,
consume less, and allocate less to the
market portfolio. The endogenous exit
option provides flexibility for the
entrepreneur to manage downside risk.
The entrepreneur's optimal entry decision
critically depends on the outside option,
the start-up cost, risk aversion, and
wealth. We show that the flexibility to
build up financial wealth before entering
into entrepreneurship is quite valuable.
Finally, we provide an operational
framework to calculate the private equity
idiosyncratic risk premium for an
entrepreneurial firm and show that this
premium depends on entrepreneurial
wealth, non-diversifiable risk exposure,
and risk aversion
Global Opportunities for
Entrepreneurial Growth Oxford
University Press
Over the past two centuries, the world’s
socio-economic progression has gone
through profound paradigm changes
unfolding along four major development
stages. Higher education has been an
important part of this process. The
accelerated pace of technological, socio-
economic, and business innovations as
well as ongoing fundamental changes in
the real world call for progress in
pedagogy. While modern universities have
adapted in various degrees through
information platforms such as Blackboard
or Brightspace, video conferencing, and
other technological innovations, they still
commonly rely on pedagogical ideas and
concepts rooted in a thoroughly pre-
modern era rooted in medieval times.
Global Trends, Dynamics, and Imperatives
for Strategic Development in Business
Education in an Age of Disruption explores
the genesis of higher education and its
contemporary structure and profile in
major global regions and discusses key
trends, dynamics, drivers, and
developmental imperatives currently

shaping business education. Covering
topics such as business education, online
education, and strategic development, this
book is essential for teachers, managers,
trainers, faculty, administrators,
policymakers, researchers, academicians,
and students involved in studies that
include industrial, economic, social, urban,
innovation, legal, and policy development.
Dynamics of Policy Entrepreneurship
and Innovation Jossey-Bass
This book aims to provide new approaches
to analysing and thinking about how
entrepreneurial ecosystems develop and
evolve over time as well as shed light on
the relatively unexplored area of
entrepreneurship ecosystem dynamics.
The concept of entrepreneurial
ecosystems has emerged as a framework
to understand the nature of places in
which entrepreneurial activity flourishes.
Time is fundamental to the analysis of the
dynamics of an entrepreneurial
ecosystem. New firm creation, survival,
growth and demise all occur within a
temporal context that is, over and within
time. Systems approaches to research
invariably model the influential effects of
the actors and elements that shape, re-
shape, maintain, shift and change the
system itself. An entrepreneurial
ecosystem point of view, therefore, is
inherently time-dependent and provides
an analytical framework that reveals how
the number and diversity of
entrepreneurial actors situated in a place
and time influence the creation of new
firms, their survival, growth, and
ultimately the stability of markets and
industry in a time and place. Whether for
better or worse, the historic and present
time dimensions underpin the functioning
and trajectory of entrepreneurial
ecosystem performances and how they
are shaped over time. Each chapter in this
edited volume outlines a particular
perspective and/or a unique case drawn
from a range of countries that collectively
reveal the dynamics of an ever-changing
entrepreneurial ecosystem. The chapters
were originally published as a special issue
of the journal, Entrepreneurship and
Regional Development.
Coopetition and Knowledge Dynamics
Within and Across Firms Emerald Group
Publishing
New organizations do not emerge full
blown from the idiosyncratic minds of
individual entrepreneurs. Their ideas for
new organizations, their ability to acquire
capital and other essential resources, and
their likelihood of survival as
entrepreneurs derive from the contexts in
which they live and work. The
Entrepreneurship Dynamic explores the

conditions that prompt the founding of
large numbers of new organizations or
entirely new industries, and the effects on
existing industries, economies, and
societies.
Bridging the Territorial and
Functional Rationales Springer Nature
Context is everything in entrepreneurship
research. This book compellingly
demonstrates the ways in which the
distinctive European cultural, societal and
geographic environments enable research
into new entrepreneurial phenomena. It
also gives guidance as to how future
research should endeavour to understand
the influences of context.
Nascent Entrepreneurship and Successful
New Venture Creation Oxford University
Press
This book is useful for B.Com., M.Com.,
and MBA students of all Indian
Universities. Presentation of various
aspects of entrepreneurship is the most
salient features of this book. Clarity of all
topics has been given throughout.
Description of the most difficult topics, in a
simple and easy to follow style, has been
the authors main attempt. At the end of
the each chapter Assessment Questions
are included in this book. Glossary,
Bibliography, Author Index, Subject Index
and Abbreviations are incoporated at the
end of the book.
Dynamics of Knowledge Intensive
Entrepreneurship Springer Nature
The result of the application of strategic
management philosophy to the nexus of
entrepreneurship, innovation, and
economy, strategic entrepreneurship
fosters sustainable development and
competitiveness. This volume provides an
introduction to the theories of strategic
entrepreneurship and accounts of their
real-world applications in the
entrepreneurial sector. The book is divided
into three parts. Chapters in Part I discuss
strategic entrepreneurship dynamics and
mechanisms. Chapters in Part II focus on
strategic entrepreneurship concepts and
theories. Chapters in Part III provide global
examples of strategic entrepreneurship
practices in action. Presenting a view of
strategic entrepreneurship across diverse
sectors and industries, this edited volume
will be attractive to researchers and
students interested in management,
entrepreneurship, economics, public
administration, and public policy, as well
as corporate strategists, managers, and
policymakers looking to integrate the
principles of strategic entrepreneurship.
The Dynamics of Entrepreneurship IGI
Global
As governments across the world look to
entrepreneurship as a way to increase the
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wealth and well-being of their countries,
this volume brings together leading
scholars to provide a comprehensive
overview of entrepreneurial activity based
on empirical data.
Planning for Future Sustainable
Growth Edward Elgar Publishing
This book hopes to stimulate discussion
about how entrepreneurship and
innovation contribute to growing
inequalities in territories. This will help
bridge the gap between research and
practice on the role of territory dynamics
and regional development. The book
begins by examining the growing
inequality in regions, which has resulted in
lagging economic development. The need
to shift current economic policy towards
spatial inequality through harnessing the
innovative capabilities of regions is
examined. The book puts forth a case for
reversing the inequality that is evident in
lagging regions as a way to reinvigorate
territories. The book should appeal to
researchers, policy makers, business
leaders and the general public interested
in territorial dynamics and development.
Entrepreneurship and Cluster Dynamics
Dynamics of Entrepreneurial Development
and ManagementEntrepreneurship, Project
Management, Finances, Programmes, and
ProblemsDynamics Of Entrepreneurial
Development And ManagementDynamics
of Entrepreneurial Development and
ManagementThe Dynamics of
Entrepreneurial Ecosystems
With increased movements of people
around the world, the role of transnational
economic activity is becoming ever more
significant. Yet little is understood about
the motivations and contribution of those
who return to their homeland to undertake
entrepreneurial activity. The Diaspora and
Returnee Entrepreneurship analyzes the
role that the diaspora play when returning
as entrepreneurs to their homeland. Nick
Williams investigates "returnee
entrepreneurs," or people who have
moved away from their home country,
lived as part of the diaspora, and later
returned home to live, invest, or both.
Based on exhaustive research, this book
examines the motivations and activities of
these returnee entrepreneurs coming back
to challenging homeland economies.
Williams draws on evidence from the post-
conflict economies of Bosnia, Herzegovina,
Kosovo, and Montenegro, all of which are
characterized by relatively weak
institutional environments. His analysis
shows how return to complex
environments is often not based on
perceived profit opportunities but is due to
an emotional attachment informing
investment decisions. Exploring questions

of isolation versus assimilation,
institutional involvement, and personal
networking, the book covers more than
just the policy approaches that extract
higher levels of remittances and studies
broad and varied approaches being used
by governments around the world,
specifically those in post-conflict
economies. Through an in-depth study of
the dynamics of return and
entrepreneurship, this book shows that
concerted efforts need to be made to
improve perceptions of state political
institutions among the diaspora to secure
further assimilation, investment, and
prosperity. Williams proves that by
understanding the challenges and
opportunities associated with diaspora
return entrepreneurship, more effective
strategies can, and should, be put in
place.
The Pioneers, Profiteers, and Racketeers
Who Shaped Our World IGI Global
“The fourth sector” consists of for-benefit
organizations that combine market-based
approaches of the private sector with the
social and environmental aims of the
public and non-profit sectors. This book
examines successful experiences around
the world in entrepreneurship in the fourth
sector in recent times. The chapters also
reveal the pivotal role of the public sector
collaboration with private entities in
solving the problems of humanity.
The Competitive Dynamics of
Entrepreneurial Market Entry SAGE
In order to increase the economic
opportunities available, enterprise
development plays a crucial role in the
progression of socio-economic
development for small and medium
enterprises. Enterprise Development in
SMEs and Entrepreneurial Firms: Dynamic
Processes explores the process of
enterprise development and its
reconstruction of entrepreneurial
identities, critical competencies as well as
market turnaround for SMEs. This book
aims to be a critical resource in the
understanding of enterprise strategies
adopted and lessons learned for
management development. It is a
successful resource for students,
researchers and professionals interested
in the growth SMEs.
Entrepreneurship and Structural
Change in Dynamic Territories
Springer
Entrepreneurial ecosystems involve a
complex synergy of factors, including
social and structural changes that are
frequently cumulative within territories,
promoting the improvement of citizens’
quality of life and higher development
levels. Further, dynamic territories are

characterized by constant change, activity
and progress. Each chapter in this volume
examines a specific entrepreneurial
ecosystem in an effort to describe why
and how certain companies and
organizations manage to overcome
adversities and achieve strong
performance, while others fail. Unlike the
conventional focus, the volume examines
microenterprises and Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs), while also discussing
selected experiences and case studies
from developed and developing countries
alike.
Lessons for Research, Policy and Practice
Springer Nature
Knowledge intensive entrepreneurship lies
at the core of the structural shift
necessary for the growth and development
of a knowledge based economy, yet
research reveals that the EU has fewer
young leading innovators, and Europe’s
new firms do not adequately contribute to
industrial growth. This is especially true in
the high R&D intensive, high-tech sectors.
This structural malaise, undermining
Europe’s growth potential, is well
diagnosed, but poorly understood. This
volume fills this important gap by
exploring new firms that have significant
knowledge intensity in their activity and
develop and exploit innovative
opportunities in diverse sectors. Through
an evolutionary and systemic approach to
entrepreneurship, focusing on knowledge
intensive entrepreneurship as both a
micro and a macro phenomena and
analyzing firms in the context of various
socio-economic models, the authors
explore firms creation and origins around
the world, their organization, strategies
and business models as well as the role of
innovation systems and institutions in
their formation and growth. This
comprehensive research text is vital
reading for academics, researchers and
students of high-tech and knowledge
intensive entrepreneurship as well as
those with an interest in industrial
dynamics, innovation management and
public policy.
Perspectives on the Dynamics of
Institutional Change from Emerging
Markets Columbia University Press
Entrepreneurship is critical to economic
growth, but it cannot flourish without open
markets. Entrepreneurs can only be
expected to take risks in 'open settings'
where individuals and firms are free to
contract with one another. In this
important book, leading economists
explain and document the role of open
markets, within and across national
boundaries, in facilitating
entrepreneurship, innovation, and
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economic growth. The main message of
this book is especially timely given
growing concerns in developed countries
about off-shoring and openness to trade.
The book includes discussions of 'star'
scientists-entrepreneurs and their positive
impacts on local growth, the globalization
of venture capital, information technology,
entrepreneurship and cities, culture, off-
shoring, trade competition and the
expansion of world trade. This book will be
welcomed by policy makers at all levels of
government, university leaders and
academic scholars in entrepreneurship,
business and management, innovation,
economics, sociology and urban
economics.
Evidence from Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor Data Routledge
About the Book: Of late, academicians of
technical education have felt the
importance of ''Management'' and
''Entrepreneurship''. Engineers need to
manage their
departments/sections/subordinates, and
Entrepreneurship helps the large pool of
technical manpower in developing small-
scale industries in high tech areas thereby
contributing to the economy of the
country. This book covers both
'Management' and 'Entrepreneurship'. The
first chapters of this book deal with
Management, Planning, Organizing and
Staffing, Directing and Controlling. The last
four chapters deal with Entrepreneurship,
Small-Scale Industries, Institutional
support and Project formulation. Adequate
number of simple examples with which the
students are familiar are included in each
chapter. In addition, each chapter contains
student learning activities to give the
readers a chance to enhance the learning
process. Though the book is written
keeping in mind the syllabus of
Visvesvaraya Technological University, yet
it is useful for B.Com, BBM, DBM,. PGDBM
and MBA students also. Contents:
Management Planning Organizing and

Staffing Directing and Controlling
Entrepreneurship Small-Scale Industries
Institutional Support Preparation of
Project.
The Entrepreneurship Dynamic IGI Global
The study of dynamics of institutional
change in emerging markets are subjects
of great interest in contemporary political
economy. The dynamics and quality of
institutional change can have significant
impacts on the long-run performance of
economies, economic growth and
development of nations, and play a
fundamental role in societies. It provides a
comprehensive understanding of legal-
economic institutions, and sheds light on
the way to global peace by producing a
better understanding of the dynamics of
historical change. Topics range from
institutional uncertainty, hybrid market
order and labor market institutions, to
good governance of institutions and WTO
rules as trade institutions, as well as
entrepreneurship and institutional change
in emerging markets, and the role of
modern technologies. This edited volume
emphasizes legal-economic institutions,
and the role of management and
entrepreneurship on dynamics, trends,
and implications of institutional change in
emerging markets. Presenting research
articles by eminent scholars and experts
engaged in education and research, who
address and discuss the most recent
issues in the field, they reveal new insights
into the dynamics of institutional change
for researchers interested in development
of new theories and comparative studies,
especially in the era of emerging markets.
The book is appealing to a wide range of
global audience, can serve as a useful
reference work in education and research,
offers innovative and productive
discussions, and can satisfy scholarly and
intellectual interests, regarding
institutional development and a broad
spectrum of its interactions with

functioning of markets and economies.
Global Entrepreneurship and New Venture
Creation in the Sharing Economy New Age
International
Entrepreneurship and Cluster Dynamics
focuses on the origin and development of
clusters and specifically on the role played
by the strategic entrepreneurship in these
contexts. Although separately
entrepreneurship and cluster studies have
already attracted the attention of
academics and practitioners; this book
aims to go further and offer an integrated
and interactive view of topics. The cross-
cutting approach is one of the main
attributes of this book. In fact, the book
involves a great range of organizational
and economic perspectives, from social
psychology to conventional applied
economics disciplines. Moreover, these
topics allow the use of different levels of
analysis, from the individual entrepreneur
behind a start-up to the structure of
cluster networks, including the
organizational levels. An analysis of the
change and development of clusters going
further than traditional functional
approaches by examining how
entrepreneurs and their actions are not
only influenced by the cluster but also
shape the cluster development, will offer
an explanation of how entrepreneurship
and networking entrepreneurs can foster,
perhaps also inhibit, cluster development
and change. Finally Entrepreneurship and
Cluster Dynamics theorizes about the role
of the strategic entrepreneurship in
developing start-ups inside already
established companies, which can play the
role of broker in the cluster.
Entrepreneurship and Cluster Dynamics
offers a unique opportunity to academics,
researchers, and students to learn about
relations and interactions between
entrepreneurship and cluster perspectives,
providing both newly and original
theoretical propositions and also rigorous
conclusive empirical exercises.


